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Abstract

This paper reports on continuing exploratory development
of a comprehensive measure of "fashion involvement".
The research presented here is the logical extension of
a ten year tradition in fashion segmentation research
and the. fo-urth in a series of papers reporting on a
major fashion research program in Canada. The "index
of fashion involvement" developed here is validated
with an independent AlO measurement methodology and is
utilized to demonstrate that the highly fashion involved
consumer is also the heavy clothing fashion, buyer.

Introduction

The process by which new clothing and apparel concepts,
"style statements", and tastes continually cycle across
the population has been the subject of popular commen-
tary for centuries. Aesthetic expression In dress and
adomment is the classic statement of fashion, and has
been the focus of a variety of strong methodological
research papers over the past fifteen years.-''

Contemporary fashion research indicates that ciothing
consumers are distributed across a broad spectruiE of
general fashion involvement or fashion consciousness
(Sproles & King, 1973). Conceptually, this research has
been developed and operationaiized within the theoreti-
cal and methodological framework of the adoption and
diff-asion of innovations research tradition. Within
that conceptual framework, contemporary fashiOE research
has been, for the most part, focused on two key market
segments: t'he fashion innovators or early adopters of
new clothing concepts or "style statements"; and the
fashion opinion leaders or interpersonal communicatcrs,
the local or peer group legitimizers of new ciothing
concep ts.

The research presented here continues and builds upon
those earlier efforts. Specifically, the paper is
three-dimensional in focus;

1. The research further probes the concept of general
fashion involvement. A "fashion involvement" index is
developed and appiied to similar male and femaie popu-
iations,,

2. The issue of "index validation" is examined through
the utiiization of s comparative "fashion involvement"
measurement by means of fashion specific llfe-styie/'AIO
factor analytic techniques.

3. The concept of fashiors market segmentation based on
degree "fashion involvement" is probed with specific
attention to unit and dollar volume fashion consumption.

•̂ For example see King (1963), Sunmers (1970),
Baumgarten (1975), Grindereng, (1967), and Reynolds and
I-arden (1972).

Contemporary Fashion Theory

Historical Measurement

Historically, contemporary fashion research has focused
on the fashion innovator and the fashion opinion leader
as prime sales targets and key links to the volume fa-
shion market. Sophisticated methodological studies
have been painstakingly designed to define, isolate, and
profile these segments in a structured "block-by-block"
manner over the past fifteen years, beginning with the
research of King (1963).

In each of these cases, a variety of research measures
have been utilized to develop an index (of innovative-
ness, opinion leadership, etc.) upon which the popula-
tion is continuously distributed. For example. King
probed the traditional fashion adoption process model
known as the "trickle down" theory by conducting an
exploratory study of fashion change agents In tbe fash-
ion adoption process within the context of women's mil-
linery. The crucial variable ir. that Boston survey was
tbe inclusion of the time of adoption in the fashion
season in the research design.

Later, Summers (1970), focused on identifying and pro-
filing opinlori leaders/interpersonal conmunicators in
the fashion adoption process. In this research, a so-
phisticated opinion leadership indexing technique was
developed and tested. The basic conclusion in this and
earlier research was that innovators and opinion leaders
played key roles In directing fashion adoption and rep-
resented discrete market segments within social strata.

Carrying this structure a step further, Eaumgarten (i975)
researched the intersection of the fashion innovator and
the fashion opinion leader: the "innovative conmunica-
tor". Tneoretically, the innovative communicator per-
forms jointly- and simultaneously in the eariy b-csyer and
new style conrasunication and infiuentiai roles.

At the same time. King, Summers, Baumgarten, and others
had been monitoring "fashion awareness" across a number
of populations over several years. In the United States
and Canada, as reported by King, Tigert and Ring (1975)
a comparative fashion awareness data base spaniiing thir-
teen years has now been established.

The research described briefly here, and other related
efforts indicate that "fashion innovativeness", "fashion
opinion leadership", "fashion awareness", etc., exist as
related but distinct continutans among the consumer popu-
lation. Sproles and King (1973) suggest that such "fa-
shion continuums" can be defined across a wide range of
fashion-related activities and behavioral dimensions.
What seems clear is that the population is differential-
ly Inx'olved in fashion along a number of dimensions.

The Concept of Fashion Involvement

Given a number of empirically defined, distinct fashion
behavioral dimensions, what is the joint and simultan-
eous interaction effect cf thz.' intersection? Baumgar-
ten (1975) exp'lored this quest,::, in part, by researching
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the intersection of the fashion innovator and the fash-
ion opinion leader, the innovative conmjunicstor. In
that research, the focus was on two dimensions of fash-
ion related activity and behavior. It logically follows
thst there are several other additional dimensions which
should also be included in this kind of analysis.

T'ne concept of "fashion involvement" is based essenti-
ally on three propositions:

1. The population is distributed along a broad contin-
uum in terms of fas'nion behavioral activities;

2,. The population is also, distributed on a unidimen-
sional continuum for each of these fashion behavioral
activities;

3. For several specific fashion behavioral activities,
these continu-ums have been and can be researched and
identified for specific geographic submarkets.

Theoretically, an overall fashion involvement continuuss
can be defined based on the aggregate effect of a vari-
ety of important fashion be'naviorai activities. Sproles
and King (1973) suggest, based on previous fashion seg-
mentation research, that there are at least five impor-
tant dimensions cf the aggregate fas'nion involvement
continuuffi.

1. Fashion inncvativeness and time of purchase. The
continauic w'hich ranges from the early adopting and ex-
perimenting ccnsumer to the late buying, conservative
consumer;

2. Fashion interpersonal coamunication. A. continuous
dimension which describes the relative communicative and
influential power of the consuming population at convey-
ing fashion information;

3.. Fashion interest. A continuum ranging relatively
from the 'rsig'niy interested fashion consusaer to the tot-
ally non-interested buyer;

4. Fashion knowledgeability. Consumers range from
those vho are relatively knowledgeable a'oout fashions,
styles and trends to those who have no insight into the
fashior; arena;

5. F.ishlon awareness, and reactLJor. to changing fashion

trends, A continuum ranging from the consumer who is
very actively monitoring the style trends to the totally
ncn-aware individual.

As the first step toward building an aggregate index of
fss'riio:j involvement, these five selected dimensions were
utilised for initial analysis purposes. For each of t'he
selected fashion be'haviorai dimensions, there exists a
history of empirical research and tested measurement
technology, Sased on that research,- five Individual
questions, each a field tested measure of one of the
five basic fashion behavioral dimensions, were selected
for the development of "fashion involvement index".

These measures 'nave been developed and tested over
the course of four major consumer research programs su-
pervised by C.K, King, For the most recent work on the
individual measures, see King, Tigert and Ring (1975)
where the questions were tested individually preparatory
to their aggregations into an index.

Those questions are:

1. Fashion inncvativeness and time of purchase. Ir;
general, would you say you buy new men's clot'ning. fash-
ions earlier in the season, about the same time., or
later in the season than most other men?

Earlier in the season than most other men.

About the same time as most other men .

Later in t'ne season than most other men.. ,

2. Fashion interpersonal communication. would you say
you give very little information, an average amount of
information, or a great deal of informatior. about new
men's ciot'nlng fashions to your friends?

I give very little information to ly friends , . . , .

I give an average amount of information to wy friends...

I give a great deal of information to my friends

3. Fashion interest. In general, would you say you are
less interested, about as interested, or more, interested
in men's clothing fashions than most other men?

Less interested than most other men ,

About as interested as most other men

More interested than most other men

4. Fashion knowledgea'&ility. Compared with most ot'ner
men, are you less likely, about as li'kely, or ao-rg like-
ly to be asked for advice about new men's clothing
fashions?

Less likely to be asked t'nan most other men

About as likely to be asked as most other men.,,,,...,..

More likely to be as'xed than most other men.

5. Fashion awareness, and reaction to c'rianging fas'nion
trends. Whic'n one of the statements 'oelow best descri'bes
your reaction to changing fashions in aen's clothes''
(Even, though there may be no statement listed w'niih
exactly describes how you feel, make the best choice you
can from the answers listed).

I. read the fashicn news regulari3- and try r.o keep r.y
wardrobe up-to-date with the fashior: trends

I keep up-to-date on all t'ne. fashion changes although I
don't always attempt to dress according to those
changes,. . , • • •

I c'neck to see what is currently fas'nionable only when
I need to buy some new clothes .

I don't pay much attention to fas'nion trends unless a
ma j or change ta'kes place

I am not at all interested in fashion trends.

Simple sun; scores across t'nese five questions were com-
puted for each cons-^mer, resulting in a thirteen point
continuum upon which the population is distributed.

The fashion awareness question has a five point response
scale, compared to a three point scale for the remaining
four dimensions. Therefore, the fashion awareness ques-
tion has a propcrticnaily higher weighting in the over-
all sum score. F-arther development using factor scores,
standardized scores, and additional fas'nion dimensions
is in progress.



Data Base Validation, of the Fashion Involvement Measure

This analysis is based on data gathered through the To-
ronto Retail Fashion Market Segmentation Research Pro-
gram, '* This program developed from a collaboration by
King, Tigert and Ring in the fashion arena, beginning
with a 1974 study w'nich integrated fashion segmentation
dimensions with retail patronage enaiysis. From that
initial effort a series of research projects evolved
into an integrated research program. The broad objec-
tive cf this program is to gain a better understanding
of the dynanjics cf the fashion retailing process through
the integration of contemporary fashion segmentation,
lifestyie/AIO, and retail image met'nodoiogles within
the broader program. This paper focusses on only one
dimension of that process.

Sampling

The data base fcr this research was collected in March./
April 1975 as part of the Toronto Retail Fashion Market
Segmentation Research Program. The sample was part cf
a specially recruited panel of husband and wife pairs.
The data were gathered by mailed self-administered ques-
tionnaires from an area, probability sample in Census
Metropolitan Toronto, Canada, A total of approximately
1000 husband and wife pairs completed and returned t.he
dues tionr.air es.

Sample Distributions

The objective cf this section is to graphically illus-
trate the aggregate male and female fashion involvement
sample distributions as determined by the fashion in-
volvement index.

For each respondent, a simple SUIT, score was calculated
over t'ne five selected questions listed earlier. Using
a scale running from 5 (low) tc 17 (high), the females
and males were independently measured and analyzed. The
distributions over the approximately 1000 respondents
for 'both t'ne male and female samples are displayed in
Figure 1. The female distribution is urii-modal, and
the male distribution is slightly bimodai. However,
significantly different mean scores were obtained for
the two samples.5 The female sample obtained a mean
score of 9.7, while the male sample yielded a mean score
of 8.4.

Distributionaily, txt?o observations are noteworthy.

1. Bot'n the male and female distributions are strong-
ly skewed toward the non-fashion involved end of the
continuum. This may indicate that, in general, Toronto
consumers are not 'highly fashion involved.

2, Toronto females are more "involved" in fashion
t'nan are Toronto males, 'based on mean sample differ-
ences ,

For this research, an attempt was made to validate the
concept of fashion involvement, and this fashion in-
volvement index by measuring it in a second and entirely

For a more complete description of the Toronto Re-
tail Fashion Market Segmentation Research Program, see
King, C.W., and L.J. Ring, "Retail Fashion Segmentstion
Research: Development and Implementation", in Bent
Stidsen, editor, Marke.ting in the 1970's and Beyond,
Canadian Associacion of Administrative Sciences (Pro-
ceedings), Edmonton, Canada, 1975.
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FASHION IWGLV'EMENT INDEX

independent and unrelated manner to what 'nas historical-
ly been the case in fashion segmentation research. Fac-
tor analytic techniques have been utilized across a var-
iety of fashion specific lifestyle/AIO questions to O'D-
tain a "fashion involvement factor''.

Over the past several years, the authors have conducted
numerous in-depth, focused group discussions with men
and women about fashion in both the United States and
Canada, Based on that probing, a number of hypotheses
have been generated about fashion attitudes and activi-
ties and fashion buying behavior which carry strong im-
plications for fas'nion retailers.

Those hypotheses have been stated in 24 different life-
style measures. The measures ranged across social atti-
tudes (non-fashion specific) about unionism, sexual
behavior, religion, and deviant behavior. Additionally,
the measures covered a wide range of fashion related di-
mensions, such a,s commitment to fashionabilicy, fas'nion.
trends, and clothes shopping. The measures have been
operationalized around a six point (strongly agree to
strongly disagree) Likert Scale, The questions were
included in the quescionnaire utilized in data collection
for this paper. In addition, many of these same ques-
tions have been used in previous fas'nion related



resea.rcK. eriorts. Fashion Involvement and Buvina Behavior

The responses to the 24 lifestyie..''AIO questions were
submitted tc s principal factor analysis and varimax
rotatloi;., The first and strongest factor ir, both the-
cale and female data is employed here as anot'ner mea-
sure of fashion involvener.t/consciousness and 'has 'Been
so labeled. The rotated factor loadings are reported
in Tsble I fcr both the male and the fenale data. A
similar factor 'has beer, produced and reproduced In
several previous studies ir. both the 'Jnited States and
Canada (Wells & Tigert, 1971; and Tigert, 1973). This
factcr has been both highly reliable and stable regard-
less of t'ne number of mix of lifestyle questions ana-
lyzed in a~y particular study. .Additionally, the fac-
tor has been utilized as a predictor of fashion buying
behavior, fas'nion magazine readership and other fas'nion
attitudes,

T.'3LE I

Toronto, 1975:
Fashion Invoivemenr/Consciousness Factor

I usually have one cr more
outfits of the very latest
style.

An important part of my
life and activities is
dressing smartly.

I like to shop for clothes,

I ii'Ke to think I'm a bit
cf a swinger.

For my fashion needs, I am
increasingly shopping at
boutiques or fashler: specialty
stores rather than department
stores,

When I must choose between
the rwo I usually dress for
fashion, net comfort.

,66

.64

.49

49

Female

,60

,39

Tl-ie Fashion Involvement Index vs. The Fashion lavclve-
aent Factor

Distributionally, both the fas'r,ion involvement index and
the :Lashior5 involvement factor obtained higher mean
scores for females than males. For the factor, females
obtained a sample mean w'hich was 6,5 percent 'tiigher than
the male sample mean score (rejecting the nc difference
hypo-.:hesis of the ,001 level). For the "fashion in-
volvement index", the female mean was iO percent higher
than the naie mean. In addition, the shapes of both
sets of distri'Dutions were highly similar.

As a measure of that similarity, correlation analysis
was run between the Index and factor sum scores, T'he
two measures obtained a correlation coefficient of ,633
in rhe male case, and .566 in the female example.

ThetiSfore, t'ne conclusion is that while the index and
the f.actcr do not measure exactly t'ne same t'ning, they
are similar enoug'r; to suggest that the concept of "fa-
shio;̂ , involvement" is in fact a valid one.

To date, contemporary fashior: researc'r.ers 'nave devoted
their primary researc'n. efforts toward t'ne identification
and profiling of 'key market segments t'hought to 'r-e dri-
ving or infiuencirsg the fashion adoption process. Inno-
vators and cpinior, leaders have been- prc-filed 'EV several
fashion research teams across a wide variety of sociolo-
gical, psychological, lifestyle, demographic, and other
characteristics,

'vfhiat has not been explored ir great depth, however, is
t'ne actual b'uying and purchasing be'navior of highly fa-
s'nion involved consumers. In a paper presented before
the .Americar, ?.i2rketing ..Association in ,-,'CLgust, 19'^5, the
authors probed retail clothing fashior: store shopping
behavior across several diserisions -of fashior. ir.vo-ive-
ment, A nethodoiogy was developed for the appiicacion
of contemporary fas'nion segmentation tec'nnology to a
specific fashion retailing context.

In that Toronto-based research, it was clear that signi-
ficant differences existed in t'ne levels of fashioti in-
volvement among the patrons of major Toronto nien's vear
c'nains, For example, in general the fashion specialty
chains had a muc'n more "fashion involved" customer mix
than did the mass merchandiser set of stores,

Ir, order tc further probe consumer fashion purchasing
'Dehavlor, this section of the paper examines the rela-
tions'nip between fas'nion involvener.t anc unit and dollar
volume fashion buying be'navior,

Toronto Male Clothes Buying

,4s a part of the 1975 Toronto Male Fashion Study which
was described in t'ne data base section of t'nis paper,
respondents were asked to estimste the rrur.ber of units
they purchased over the past year across 11 fashion
product/object categories. In addition, respondents
estimated t'ne average price t'ney paid across t'aose same
11 categories.

For this paper, the 11 categories were collapsed into
three major classes, "big ticket items", "dressy acces-
sories", and "casual vear"'. Three particular fashion
product/objects were selected, one froir. each class, as
representative of TorontC' male fas'nion buying ir. general.

The analysis here focuses on suits, dress shirts, ana
casual slacks .'defined as "jeans, ccrduroy, denin:'') .
For eac'n of t'nese t'nree categcries, cross dassificaticn
analysis was perfornea across unit and dollar volunje
purchased against "fas'nion ir.voiveoient" as measured by
the index described earlier in this paper,

,»,s an operating hypothesis, the expectation was that the
more highlv fashior, involved consumers would be- 'heavier
clothing buyers ir, terms of both price (price per unit
bought) and vol.jme (number of units 'bought) t'nar: less
fashior. Involved individuals. That 'hypothesis was, ir,.
fact, supported, T'hose results are depicted in Tables

Cross Classification

For purposes of the cross classlficatier, analyses, the
fashion involvement distribution was arbitrarily segmen-
ted into "low, medi-jm, and high" fas'riion involved group-
ings, T'hose group-ings are reflected in Figure 1 which
was presented earlier.

The cross classification analysis sequence grap,"iically

illustrates soce rather dramatic differences ir. fashion,

purchasing be'navior betweer;. the "hig'f;'' fas'nion involved

group and the "mediun; to low" groups.



Fcr example, turning first to suits as a fashion pro-
duct/object category (Table 2), the "high" fashion in-
volved consumers are clearly the hea\'j' buyers in terms
of both numbers of suits and in, terms of dollars per
suit. Twenty percent of "high" fashion involved people
said they bought four or more suits in the past year.
This is fcur times the number in either the "mediun!" or
•'low'"' fashion involved groups. In terms of prices, 47
percent of "high" fashion involved men said they paid
over S200 per suit on average, while the "mediuni" and
"low" fashion involved groups had less than 20 percent
purchasing suits over S200. For both unit and dollar
analyses, the differences between the groups were sta-
tically significant based on a chisquare test at the
.001 level.

TABLE 2

Fashion Involvement and Suit Buying

Units

Number of Suits
Purchased in
Past Year

0 er 1

2 or 3

4 or more
Total
Base

13.7 percent of the "low" group said they purchased six
er more dress shirts during the same period. Price-wise
the differences are similar, with well over fifty percent
of "high" fashion involved people paying the high prices,
over twice as many as the "medium" and "low" groups.

In the casual slacks analysis sequence. Table 4, the
differences were not as dramatic as in the suit and
dress shirt analyses. However, the "high" fashion in-
volved group still bought mere pairs of casual slacks,
and paid more money per pair of casual slacks than did
the members of the "mediusi" and "low" fashion involved
groups. The smaller differences here may be attributed
to the fact that casual slacks are generally not con-
sidered as much of a "fashion" apparel item as suits
and dressy shirts.

TABLE 3

Fashion Involvement and Dress Shirt Buying

Uni ts
Level ef .,

Fashion Involvement^
Low

82.0%*

17.4

0.6
100.OZ
(540)

Mediuni

63. IZ

30.2

6.7
100.0%
(420)

High

27.3%

52.2

20.5
100.0%
( 44)

Base

(720)

(244)

( 40)

Number ef Dress
Shirts Purchased
in Past Year

2 or less

3, 4 or 5

6 or more
Total
Base

F
Level ef

ashion involvement'^
Low

55.

31.

13.
100,

*
.0%

.3

.7

.0%
(540>

Medium

32.3%

38.1

29.6
100.0%
(421)

Hlg

20.

28.

51.
100.
( 43

h

9%

0

1
0%
%

Base

(442)

(341)

(221)

"The differences were statistically significant at
the .001 level based on X' analysis.

A

PiEAD: 82.0 percent of the "low" fashion involved group
bought oae or no suits during the past year,
while 63.1 percent of the "medi-oic" group and
only 27.3 percent of the "high" group bought one
or no suits.

"The differences were statistically significant at
the .001 level based on X^ analysis.

*
READ: 55.0 percent of the "low" fashion involved group

said they purchased 2 or less dress shirts during
the past year.

2. Prices
2. Prices

Average Price
Paid per Suit
Last Year

Less than $iOO

$100 - $199

$200 and over
Tctal
Base

T.evpl of

Fashion Involvement
Low

28.6%*

54.3

17.1
100.0%
(265)

Medium

15.4%

66.3

18.3
100.0%
(305)

Hi

5

47

47
100

X

gh

. 3%

.3

.4

.0%
38)

Base

(125)

(364)

(119)

Average Price
Paid i>er Dress
Shirt Last Year

Less than $9.00

$9.00 - $14.00

$15.00 and over
Total
Base

Level of ,
Fashion Involvement

Low

38.3%

38.9

22.8
iOO.0%
(412)

Medium

24.8%

42.2

33.0
100.0%
(376)

High

9.0%

31.8

59.2
100,0%
( ^4}

Base

(255)

(333)

(244)

The differences were statistically significant at
the cOOl level based on X' analysis.

READ: 28.6 percent ef the "low" fashion involved group
said they paid an average cf less than $400 per
suit during the past year. 15.4 percent of the
"medium" group and 5.3 percent ef the "high"
group paid less than $100.

With regard tc the dress shirt analysis. Table 3, again
the "high" fashion involved consumers are the hea"vj- buy-
ers. 51.1 percent of the "high" fashion involved group
said they bought six or more dress shirts over the year.
In contrast, only 29.6 percent ef the "mediuir/' group and

*FJiAD: 38.3 percent of the "low" fashion involved group

said they paid an average of less than $9.00 per
dress shirt during che past year.

Ĉ '"erall, the cross classification analyses have revealed
that "high" fashion involved consumers, are much heav"ier
clothing fashion buyers across most,, if not ail, classes
of men's wear, than their less fashion involved counter-
parts.



TABLE 4

FasViion Involvement and Cas-aal Slacks Buying

I. Units

Pairs of Casual Level cf

Siack.s' purchased Fashion Involvement"
m Past Year Low Mediuc Kiah Base

None 38.8% 36.3% 14.0% (369)

41 ,1 42.8 44.2 (42i)

iOO.0% iOO.O* iOO.OS
(541) (421) ( 43)

•"'The differences were statisticaiiy significant at
the .035 level based on X^ analysis.

'Casual slacks were defined as "jeans, corduroy.

REAE: 38.8 percent of the "low" fashion involved group
said they did not purc'hase any casual slacks
during the past year.

Prices

.Average Price
Paid per Pair
of Casual Siacks^

Less than S15.00

$15.00 - $19.00

$20.00 and over

Total
Base

L;

34,

14.
100

Levei of
Fashion Involvement''

*
. 5%

. 2

.0%
(330)

Medium

38.-0%

45.i

i6.9
100.0%
(266)

iiiSk
26.3/.

55.3

i8.4
iOO.0%
( 38)

Base

(281)

(254)

( 99)

"The differences were statistically significant at
the .006 ievei based on X-" ar.aiysis.

Casual sj.acKs were cerinec as 'jeans, corcuroy,
der.ilc" .

READ; 51.5 percent of the "iow" fashion involved gro-up
said they paid an average of less than $15.00
per pair of casual siacks during the past year.

Conclusions and Implications

TVie concept of fashion involvement as a summary- or cum-
ulsti-.'e statement cf at least f?lve dimensions of fashion
adoption-related 'behaviorwas defined and researched. .4n
index of fashion in vo i->?emen t was developed and the con-
struct was ->'alidated with an independent fashion speci-
fic iifestyle/AIO factor analytic technique.

Based on this index, there are major differences among
consuiaers in terms of fashion invoi-i^ement. The distri-
bution of the male and femaie populations in the Toron-
to fashion market reflected a wide range of fashion in-
volvement. Toronto males, however, were lower in fash-
ion involvement than their femaie co-unterparts.

The high fashion involved consumer has been the histor-
icai Interest of fashion researchers, as the dr-lvers and

infiuentiais and legiticitizers of the overali fashion
adoption process. This concept has been supported m
this paper as a resuit of s strong and significant re-
iationship identified bet-uieen fashion in-./olvernerst and
unit and dollar clothing fashion buying beha-vior.

The findings obtained here strongly S'.iggesr that in ad-
dition t^ being the driving force ir: the fashion adop-
tion process, the highly fas'hion involved, cor.suners
represent an important carkec as heav-;.- oiothlng buyers.
Whiie, the highly fashion invoi\-ed group is relstiveiy
smaii vis-a-vis the total populatloTi, that group is much
larger in terms of proportionate share- cf clothing fash-
ions purchased. For exacpie, t'ne "hig'r:" fashicr; in-
volved group, of suit b-v).ying population (i percent)
bought over 10 percent of the suits.

In summsry, this paper is part of an on-going research
program focusing on fashion adoption. More specifioaily,
this paper has:

1. De\'eloped a fashion invol-v-ement index -»-hioh 'r.as face
validity and is verified as a construct in independent
Iifestyle/AIO research,

2. The fashion involvement construct suggests chat ;nen

and women are different in terns cf their fashion

involvement.

3. The "high" fashion involved consumer is important to
monitor for the fashion industry and particularly the
fashion merchant. The "high" fashion invoi-ved consumer
is the fashion leader ir. inno-sratlver.ess, early tria.1,
and interpersonal oommuriication of fashion inforrcation.
This market segment is also a market target representing
a disproportionately high buying seeBent of the popula-
tion.

Further research In this program -»:iil explore the dyna-
mics of the fashion b-uying process in greater de-ail.
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